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 It helps you overcome and find relief for conditions that range from phobia to anger to reduction. The
program contains audio CDs, a workbook and other tools to help you consider control of your daily life.
Take back your daily life today.4mm those who have followed this program to build joyful lives not ruled
by stress, anxiety or depression. You can find 15 lessons in the multimedia toolkit: 1-Symptoms, Causes
and Fears, 2 - Six Techniques that will Eliminate PANIC DISORDERS, 3 - Self-Talk, Crucial to Healthy
Esteem, 4 - Expectations, Expect Less and Get More, 5 - Eat-Diet to Rid Yourself of Panic and Major
depression, 6 - Stop Becoming Angry and Control Your Disposition Swings, 7 - Assertive Behavior, Speak
Confidently and Gain Respect, 8 - End What If Thinking, 9 - LOG OFF the Guilt and Worry Treadmill, 10
- How To Stop Obsessive, Scary Thoughts, 11 - Anx and Dep, the reality About Medication and Alcoholic
beverages, 12 - The Courage to improve, 13 - Time Management 12 Steps Toward a Balanced Lifestyle,
14 - How To Keep Tension From Becoming Nervousness, 15 - Obtaining Beyond a Growth Spurt. Join the
1. Developed by Lucinda Bassett, this is a respected drug-free, self-guided treatment program. Conquer
Fear. It is effective for kids, teens and adults alike.Manage Worry. Since 1983, this has been a respected
holistic guidebook for improving your life and happiness. This program leverages the mindful procedures
of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy. It has been established in independent research to have as very much
positive impact as 6 therapy sessions. (1996- Individual Affairs International). Here's what one customer
said about it on Facebook lately: People often appear if you ask me and say, you know, there is just
something about you, something peaceful and refreshing. I just smile and say, many thanks, knowing that
alongside God and my Angels, my secret to peace lies within the Attacking Nervousness and Depression
program. Many thanks so very much for everything. Kendra R, GA
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 I ordered and used my program 18 years ago. I bough this program 2006 and it transformation my entire
life for ever . Through the use of relaxation, effective diet, self talk and other abilities you control your
stress and anxiety and depression... I highly recommend this program. If I didn't order this program I
might have had to quit working! I was operating at employment that was so nerve-racking, back 1999 I
didn't know very well what to do. I bought it when it first came out in tape format. This program trained
me to maintain control of my anxiety which is SO empowering!!Don't believe the bad evaluations. I was
one that under no circumstances did well on medicines. I always had terrible side effects from them and I
needed a thing that would help me without drugs. This course saved my entire life, my sanity and I simply
re-ordered it in Dvd movie format! I believed I didn't require it anymore. I believe that whoever purchases
this program will be thankful for all the necessary data that they either never learned or need assist in
pulling it out of their mental storage space cabinet... She didn't want it but would prefer to take
medication. medication failed, and most significantly, my recovery offers lasted for many years. I used
many of the 'tools' to help me but I required the course to review and I couldn't. I was placed on
medication but We refused to stay on them when I was introduced to the beautifully crafted program I
was searching this product to find out if it will come in CD version as when I obtained my plan it was
with cassettes. blah blah blah blah blah" They literally could have condensed all those tapes into one 5
minute one if indeed they just removed all of the fluff. I decided to buy it again which is good because its
DVD right now and I will not EVER lend it to anyone again! You can always learn something every time
you pay attention. I was at a spot in my life where anxiety attacks were occurring every day, throughout
the entire day.. I've a lot of testimonials on Amazon so this is not fake. Issues that I grew up not learning.
Manage your life yourself. I recommend this program. It's wonderful! Excellent And Life Changing I've
used this system more often than once when I've let life overwhelm me and give me panic episodes. You
will discover useful equipment inside this that will assist you in understanding why you have anxiety
attacks, depression and anxiety. Since then; It was a Godsend in my time of need. Attacking Anxiety @
Despair Is a Wonderful Program I would recommend this program for anyone who is suffering from
depression, panic, shame and a host of other issues. I sensed that Lucinda Basset acquired come up with
so many tips and suggestions for healing. There are a series of sessions with effective suggestions and
explanations sponsored forward by Lucinda. Don't allow drugs control you! Later in the tape she's
compiled a group of people that provide their most insightful opinions on how they put the
recommendations into practice. when I feel anxiety or stressed I've the tools to cope with the
feelings/emotions and this equals no anxiety attacks. That and the breathing exercises by itself are worth
their weight in gold. Also, never to forget the wonderful Relaxation Tape that is led by Lucinda. amazing!
Ha! I do see a significant change in my own thoughts and behavior. An incredible program. I don't know
where I would end up being without it. I've browse some reviews of it being truly a scam, that is
completely false. It proved helpful when therapy & Self-help meaning, you need to use and practice the
various tools and suggestions you'll get to see outcomes!! This "system" is for idiots and they say virtually
nothing. For ever in gratitude ?? Lucinda is similar to a trusted This program saved my entire life. Great 15
week plan of CD's and guidebook to work through anxiety, depression and overall positive self-
confidence. Very high quality package. I have since suggested it two two family, and two friends. This
program really works! This is actually the third set I have purchased. Want leads to overcome anxiety and
depression then have a chance and spend money on yourself by getting this program! My husband used
it, my boy used it and it made an enormous difference in both of their lives:) Three Stars So far, it really is
even more anxiety related instead of depression. Five Stars We have listened to some of the cds today and
everything is starting to make so much sense! Amazing This is a fantastic program. Completely stopped
my anxiety attacks when I was 19 yrs . old. I HIGHLY recommend this program. Anxiety can be an
adrenaline response to your concern with whatever your afraid of want continued panick attacks 1 star



youve got to be kidding me! I paid $350 for this when it came out and it was worth every penny! Anxiety
can be an adrenaline response to your fear of whatever your scared of like continuing panick attacks. The
adrenaline burns itself out after 15 minutes or so, period it it's like clock work . Once you understand that
the dread goes away and so does the anxiety. There is also a Wonderful workbook extensive in its rite
which helped me to check out my thought own process. I bough the program 2006 and it switch my life ..
Go out running instead of wasting your cash. Its all about handling your anxiety and depression without
using drugs! Today thanksgiving day time I have to say thank you Lucinda . Worth the amount of money
for your brain and health! I used it over 15 years ago and I have remained recovered from serious anxiety
and panic attacks ever feeling. Lucinda is like a trusted, understanding friend, and by using this program
was like going to a every week group therapy session, but in the personal privacy of my very own home,
and within my own speed, No pressure. Enjoyed and bought another for my brother. I also recommend
her publication, From Panic to Power. It really is definitely not an upgraded for the program, but it is
normally a synopsis, therefore i keep that convenient as a reference direct, source of ease and comfort,
and as a way to prevent relapse during nerve-racking times.. The program teaches you the "self-help"
tools had a need to overcome depression and stress and anxiety. She threw it out.. That's free and takes
less time. "We're going to demonstrate" "We will show you how exactly to" "Here's a bunch of people
talking about what this is and their tale" We will show you how to. I gave the aged program to my sister
because she was having anxiety attacks and I attempted to help her. I cannot say enough good things
concerning this program. Fast ahead some years and I am locating myself needing the course for a
refresher. If you are determined to feel better and take control of your life, then the program is certainly
for you! What a waste of time..This Course Saved Me From Medication This is an unbelievable course!
The rest CD is certainly phenomenal! It didn't matter what I was carrying out or who I was with. Panic
attacks at work, home, while traveling and at the gym. I was placed on medicine but I refused to stay on
them when I was introduced to this superbly crafted program! I acquired my doubts but went in it with
your brain set of "what do I have to lose", I would have tried almost anything to avoid the attacks. It's
fairly easy to stick to and I stuck to it as carefully as I possibly could. Amazingly, about 10 weeks in, I
understood I had not had a panic attack in weeks!!! I have to say that in using the original plan it actually
saved my life as I was therefore overwhelmed with stuff that I briefly considered suicide. I have not had
those awful emotions; I could hear the psychological improvement week by week these participants
enjoyed. Highly Recommended. As a matter of fact; I'm recommending it today and have carried out so
to other folks for days gone by 18 years.
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